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ABSTRACT: 

Metaphors like the computer “mouse,” a software “bug,” even a programming “language,” are 

seemingly necessary to discussion of complex, abstract computational concepts. However, metaphors 

can also expose particular understandings of how a technological works, what it is used for, 

fundamentally what it is- a “technological ontology.”  Identifying these ontologies can illuminate the 

interests of policy stakeholders, a phenomenon exemplified in the case of computer program copyright. 

The Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU), which met throughout the 

latter half of the 1970s, established the legal foundations of copyright protection for computer 

programs, but equally important was the Commission’s influential ontological framing of programming 

languages. Oracle v. Google, a contentious case decided in 2014, demonstrates that the lingering 

ontologies of CONTU continue to obstruct the path to intellectual property policy satisfying to tech 

corporations, small businesses, and users of technology.  
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Introduction  

The challenge of talking about abstract concepts often leads to the use of metaphor. 

Philosophers, kings and queens of the abstract, are famous for their caves, their Übermensch, their 

Chinese rooms. The legal tradition, a discipline similarly born out of the Agora in ancient Greece, also 

claims metaphor as one of the tools in the rhetorical toolkit, especially useful in applying broad laws and 

legal precedent to novel cases. A discipline that may be less readily associated with metaphors – but is 

perhaps even more reliant on them - is Computer Science.  Burdened not only by intangible concepts 

stemming from mathematics but also impossibly complex technical minutiae, Computer Scientists have 

long utilized metaphors amongst themselves – “bugs,” “stacks,” “objects,” – as well as various types of 

metaphor to streamline non-computer scientist’s interaction with computers- the “desktop” metaphor, 

the computer “mouse,” the “file folder” system.   

Many of these terms are so pervasive that in discussion it becomes difficult to discern what is 

still a metaphor from what is taken as a literal meaning. Chief among these “frozen metaphors” (Larsson 

2013) is the idea of a “programming language.” Although this term is now largely taken for granted, it is 

in fact a conceptualization with its own particular history that emerged in tandem with significant shifts 

in the way computing was done in the 1950s (Nofre et. al 2014). However, the degree to which we 

consider a programming language to be “like a language” is not innocent analogizing; this rhetorical 

artifact has had an impact not just on how the technology is used by technologists, but on the regulation 

of the technology.  

There are several legal regimes that have an interest in whether a computer program is “like a 

language” or alternatively “like a machine.” Lines of jurisprudence related to speech and patent have a 

deep interest in this dichotomy 1. However the primary focus here is on copyright, an issue with a legal 

history that has informed the other debates as well as one that highlights many of the general issues in 
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governing the use of programming languages. In examining major moments in the application of 

copyright protection to computer programs, this paper will be particularly interested in the metaphors 

used in these debates, framing the technology as either “language-like” (expressive) or “machine-like” 

(functional), a duality that predates even the CONTU report (see the use of “explicative” versus “extant” 

programs by patent attorneys in Diaz 2016, pg 27). The use of metaphor can expose policy makers’ and 

technology users’ deeply held conceptions of a technology, which goes beyond understandings of 

technical functionality- what Con Diaz calls in his work on software patents an “ontology of software,” 

referring to the “conception of the nature of software,” (Diaz 2016 pg 23, emphasis added). This paper 

will examine the technological ontologies 2 of parties involved in policy decisions on programming 

languages and copyright, both those of regulators – policy makers and judges -  and the regulated - users 

and designers - and how alignment or discord among those ontologies can reveal shortcomings of a 

given policy, as well as the parties most likely to benefit. 

We will first examine Oracle America, Inc. v. Google Inc. (2014), a highly-contentious case from 

2014 that demonstrates the different understandings of programming languages between policy makers 

and many technology users and designers. Our second moment of interest, the congressionally 

sponsored Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyright Works (CONTU), met throughout the 

mid-1970s and provided significant legal foundation for future regulation and caselaw on computer 

programs. Beyond that, CONTU shows how the differing ontologies of this technology are much the 

same today as they were 40 years ago. 

Language for talking about Language – conceptual models, technological ontologies, and metaphors 

Human-Computer interaction guru Don Norman used the idea of a “conceptual model” to 

encapsulate the ways individuals evaluate a technology and understand its functionality (Norman 2011 

(reprint)). If a user’s conceptual model doesn’t align with the designer’s (that is, the way it was designed 
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to work), the interaction will fail. Policy-making failures, like those of CONTU, can be understood in 

similar terms: if the conceptual model of a policy maker doesn’t align with that of the designer, the 

resulting policy will likely fail. However, low opinions of policy makers’ technical savvy aside, 

understanding how a designer intended a technology to work is only one element in creating regulation. 

Equally important is understanding how the technology will be used, by whom, for what purpose. These 

questions start getting at the “interpretative flexibility” of artifacts, a concept employed by Pinch and 

Bijker (1987) to describe the different meanings ascribed to a technology by different people.  Diaz’s use 

of the term “ontology” is invaluable in capturing those different conceptions of technologies held by 

individuals, informed in part by a particular conceptual model, but“…shaped not just by the technologies 

themselves, but also by the social, political, and cultural contexts within which they circulate,” (Diaz 

2016 pg 23).  

Particular ontologies are exposed by the language an individual uses. As an extremely simplistic 

example, one person’s technological ontology of a car might be simply “a machine for transportation,” 

so they explain the concept of a car as “like a train without tracks” or “like a mechanical horse.” Another 

person’s ontology leads them to compare the car to an expensive toy or a fashion accessory. Another, 

maybe a mechanic, might think of a car not as one thing but as a system of individual parts, each with its 

own purpose and use. Each of these metaphors is a source of information about that particular person’s 

technological ontology as well as a tool for influencing the ontologies of others. Nofre et. al have 

specifically studied the evolution of the “programming language” metaphor and the impact it had on 

conceptions of programming and the establishment of Computer Science as a discipline (Nofre et. al 

2014).Tarleton Gillespie has contributed to this area as well in the policy context, highlighting the 

substantial “discursive work” metaphors can do in collectively determining what a technology is, how it 

should be used, and how it should be regulated. He notes that “[t]his is a semantic debate as much as 

anything else: what we call such things, what precedents we see as most analogous and how we 
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characterize its technical workings drive how we set conditions for it,” (p 356 Gillespie 2010; see also 

Gillespie 2006). Larsson has continued the inquiry into utility of metaphors in the law with added 

cognitive science background (Larsson 2013).  

The value of metaphor as a point of entry to technological ontologies is highest with new 

technologies 3, when ontologies are still being negotiated. Research in the Science and Technology 

Studies tradition has given us a number of tools to explain the process by which new technologies are 

shaped by society and conversely how society can shape a technology.  This discourse is often framed in 

terms of social constructivism (see Golinski 2008) or technological determinism (see Wyatt et. al 2008). 

Lievrouw (2014) contends that, within the academic arena, research supporting these two positions 

often value different artefactual foci: either the language used to discuss a technology or the 

technological artifact itself, respectively. When applied to a particular technology, these different 

meaning-making processes can contribute to distinct technological ontologies.  

The cases presented here offer an instance of such meaning-making happening “in the wild.” 

Policy makers confronted with a complex technology – programming languages - built individual 

technological ontologies based on their own conceptual models, ideas of how such a technology might 

be used, and myriad personal biases. At the same time, program language users and designers, armed 

with accurate conceptual models of functionality, built technological ontologies based on their 

experiences using the technology, exploring the possibilities afforded, and shaping the design of the 

technology in the process (see Paulsen 2014 and Nofre 2010). The result of these processes, which 

occurred almost entirely separately in the 1970s during CONTU, is competing technological ontologies of 

policy makers and technology users/designers which lead to on-going challenges in the implementation 

of a policy some 40 years later, as will be seen in the results of Oracle v. Google.  

A word on programming languages  
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Prior to analysis of these cases, it will be useful to briefly address the early developments in 

high-level programming languages, which predate CONTU by 20 years. The goals and achievements of 

early language designers continue to have a significant, lasting impact on program language design and 

use, as well as a tangible impact on institutions (Paulsen 2014). The values these individuals espoused, 

both as teachers of future programmers and as encoded into the actual technology, varied widely and 

contributed to technological ontologies of programmers for years to come. Among those ontologies, 

one most crucial to the rapid innovation in computation encompasses both the “like a language” and 

“like a machine” metaphors. 

Programming languages as we know them today emerged in the late 1950s with the release of 

FORTRAN (1957), ALGOL (1958), COBOL, and Lisp (1959) (Hopper 1978). These languages, sometimes 

referred to as “high-level programming languages,” were primarily concerned with algorithms, leaving 

low-level tasks like memory management to be done by compilers, software machines that would 

translate high-level language inputs (source code) into machine-readable binary (object code). 

Programming language innovator Alan Perlis stated that it was around this time that the terminology 

used to describe this technology shifted from “code” to “language” (Perlis 1978), a seemingly banal 

terminological change that was indicative of substantial shifts going on in the computing industry (Nofre 

et. al 2014). In an influential text book, language creator and historian Jean Sammet defined 

programming languages directly in opposition to these “codes,” – other tools that programmers had 

previously developed to assist in programming, like “autocodes,” assembly languages, report 

generators, and decision tables (Sammet 1969).  

Speaking on her experience developing proto-programming language technologies, Grace 

Hopper said her team’s primary goal was to increase speed and efficiency of the act of programming, 

and further providing “… a means that people could use, not that programmers or programming 
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language designers could use. But rather, plain, ordinary people, who had problems they wanted to 

solve." (p. 10-11 Hopper 1978). John Backus, lead designer of FORTRAN, similarly said that a primary 

goal of that language was to “…make it possible for engineers and scientists to write programs 

themselves…” (Backus 1978, pg 30). Key to early language designers was creating widely accessible 

programming tools.  

 

Over the years that this technology was developed and the craft of programming was refined, there are 

two seemingly competing technological ontologies present within the domain of Computer Science. On 

one hand is the idea that software is a virtual representation of physical functions. As described in a 

textbook on language design: "A program is a machine. The program text represents the machine before 

it has been turned on. The executing program represents the powered-up machine in active operation," 

and "...a programming language is a construction kit for software machinery,” (pg. 2 Gelernter 1990 

emphasis in original). The use of the “construction kit” metaphor is indicative of the broader view, 

supported by Computer Science’s use of terms like “engineer” for its practitioners and its lasting close 

ties with other engineering disciplines and the hard sciences. 

On the other hand, programming languages and the act of programming are often considered 

artful and expressive. Alan Perlis described the ALGOL 60 language as a “rounded work of art,” (Perlis 

1978), and preeminent Computer Scientist Donald Knuth thoughtfully titled his influential programming 

textbook series The Art of Programming. In his early history of hacker culture, Stephen Levy (1984) 

presents what he calls the “Hacker Ethic,” one of the six central tenets of which is that “You can create 

art and beauty on a computer” (pg. 43).  Echoes of this sentiment can be heard in Coleman’s 

presentation of the “aesthetics of hacking” (Coleman 2013) – “Although hackers are fiercely pragmatic 
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and utilitarian … they are also fiercely poetic and repeatedly affirm the artistic elements of their work,” 

(pg. 13).  

There are undoubtedly technologists who hold ontologies on the extreme ends of this spectrum, 

and neither of these interpretations is inherently right or wrong: a technological ontology is not a 

natural assumption based solely on a technology, but also the beliefs and biases of the ontology holder. 

The development of different styles of programming languages written for different purposes, from 

artificial intelligence to digital art to spreadsheet management, is a clear illustration of the range of 

ontologies of programming languages. Of particular interest to this paper are the competing ontologies 

of corporate technology firms, who have a strong interest in copyright protection afforded by the 

expressive ontology, and the start-ups, hackers, and hobbyists who see code as both functional and 

expressive.  

This latter, dualist perspective presents a problem for policy makers. Computer programs are 

not physical things that can be owned in a traditional sense, and so they have fallen, inelegantly, into 

the realm of intellectual property. While a full analysis of IP Law and computer programs is far beyond 

the scope of this paper, the goal of IP is to promote innovation and progress by securing ownership of 

an idea or work for a certain period, during which the owner can profit. Copyright, which will be our 

focus, protects “original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression,” (USC Title 17 

§102(a)). Copyright does not protect “any idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, 

concept, principle, or discovery,” (USC Title 17 §102(b)), areas generally covered by patent. This 

distinction leaves our nuanced technological ontology uncomfortably straddling the line between 

copyright and patent, two legal regimes that are fundamentally irreconcilable for those engaged with 

policy on a day to day basis.  
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The cases that follow will demonstrate the efforts of policy makers and jurists to maneuver this 

expressive and functional technology into either expressive or functional shaped boxes.  

Oracle America v. Google  

Courtrooms are temples of rhetoric, where the arguments made are based on months of 

careful, calculated planning. Moreover the arguments presented are not necessarily representative of 

the beliefs of the prosecution and defense, or in technical cases, their technological ontologies. Rather 

they are based on obtaining a favorable outcome for their client. Especially in cases regarding new 

technologies about which specific laws have not yet been written, a valuable tool in the lawyer’s tool 

box is analogical reasoning (Sunstein 1993). By comparing the relevant details of cases a court will 

extend an existing ruling or law to the case under review – this principle drives much of American law. 

Yet the challenge arises in determining precisely what the “relevant details” are (ibid.). When many of 

the details are dense, technical minutiae, as is often the case in modern cases involving software, a 

significant amount of room is left for attorneys to convince judges that a technology is sufficiently 

similar to one that would lead to a ruling favorable to their client. For this reason, arguments presented 

in court cases, specifically Oracle v. Google presented here, share much in common with Gillespie’s 

analysis of YouTube’s politically motivated presentation of itself as a “platform,” (Gillespie 2010). 

However, in the analysis of the CONTU Report that follows, we will see that the metaphors employed in 

Oracle v. Google are grounded in deeply entrenched technological ontologies established almost half a 

century ago.  

Background 

One of the central challenges for one first approaching programming languages as an area of 

study is understanding that there is much more to a language than just the language. Consider Java, one 
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of the most widely-used programming languages today. As released in 1996 by Sun Microsystems, the 

Java programming platform included not only a language but also a development kit, a “virtual 

machine”, runtime programs, and set of Application Programming Interface (API) packages. Determining 

whether these other components and their constituent parts , specifically the API packages, are integral 

to the language as a whole is difficult distinction to make, and a key issue in Oracle v. Google.  

To oversimplify, an API is the Interface through which developers access existing software to 

include functionality or data from that software in Programing their own Applications. Many websites 

today have APIs that programmers can use to interact with data on that website: the Twitter API allows 

programmers to access tweets and tweet data or create “Twitter bots” that automate management of 

Twitter account; the Google maps API helps programmers use Google’s map data on their own websites 

and in their own programs. In the case of Java, the 166 API packages included in the programming 

platform consisted of pre-built software functions (classes and methods or “subroutines”) that 

developers could use in writing programs, rather than having to write them from scratch. The example 

used throughout this case is java.lang.math.max(), which, when given a set of arguments 

(“java.lang.math.max(2,5)”), would return the largest of the set (“5”). This function is not inherently a 

part of the Java language but of the API.  

This example points to a key distinction between “implementation code” and “declaring code” 

in APIs. The name of the function, “java.lang.math.max()”, utilizes a structure common throughout Java 

API packages: first the platform (“java”), then the specific API package (“lang”), then the class, which can 

include a number of methods or functions (“math”), and lastly the particular method (“max()”). This 

Platform.Package.Class.Method() code is “declaring code,” which in effect directs the program to 

execute a piece of “implementation code,” a short sub-routine program that actually performs the 
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desired work . In the case of “max()”, the implementation code receives the arguments “2” and “5”, 

processes numbers to determine the higher, and returns that result.  

The distinction between these two types of code is integral to Oracle v. Google, as well as to 

fundamental questions about whether code is functional or expressive. A programming language, 

similar to a natural language or mathematical system, is not copyrightable. However a specific program, 

like the implementation code of the APIs in question, is protected by copyright. As a result, anyone can 

freely use and program with the Java language, but Java API packages carry with them certain 

limitations on use per the license obtained. This was an issue for Google, which in the mid-2000s had 

begun work on the Android mobile operating system. Google planned to use Java for the new OS, 

making it easy for independent developers already familiar with Java to adapt existing software and 

write new applications for their system.   

In the early 2010s licensing negotiations between Google and Oracle America, which purchased 

original Java developer Sun Microsystems in 2010, broke down. Hoping to still use Java while avoiding a 

copyright infringement suit, Google built its own version of the Java virtual machine as well as its own 

implementation code for 37 of the 166 existing Java API packages. However,  the 

Platform.Package.Class.Method() naming structure was copied identically from the original API 

packages. This was the primary issue that led Oracle to sue Google for copyright infringement in 20124.  

The case was initially heard in the Northern District of California in 2012, which found the 

declaring code to be a “method of operation,” and therefore not protected by copyright. The 

Platform.Package.Class.Method() structure, according to District Judge William Aslup, represent “more 

than just names – they are symbols in a command structure…” (District court ruling, pg 4). That is, even 

if the specific terms were arbitrary at first, their widespread use had made them crucial to the 

functionality of the Java language. The Federal Circuit Court of Appeals, which oversees appeals of 
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Copyright and Patent cases, overturned the lower court’s decision, finding that the declaring code was 

not a system of structure, sequence, and organization but a series of expressive phrases used in the Java 

API. As we will see, these two interpretations represent distinct technological ontologies illustrated by 

metaphors used and their interpretations during this case.  

Metaphors  

Both parties in this case heavily relied on a traditional version of analogical reasoning, looking to 

influential legal precedents like Baker v. Seldon and Lotus v. Boreland for support of their own 

arguments. However these analogies and related doctrines are not of primary concern here. The 

metaphors of interest are those used to connect the relevant technologies in this case to a broad 

category of legal jurisdiction, metaphors that echo those used in the CONTU Report of 1978. These 

metaphors obviate citing specific cases, instead supporting a particular technological ontology that leads 

to an obvious legal conclusion.  

Ironically, the metaphor used in the lower court to support one conclusion was adapted by the 

higher court in the reversal. Judge Alsup establishes this prevailing literary metaphor in his order from 

the lower court: "An API is like a library. Each package is like a bookshelf in a library. Each class is like a 

book on the shelf. Each method is like a how-to-do-it chapter in a book. Go to the right shelf, select the 

right book, and open it to the chapter that covers the work you need," (District court ruling, pg 5). The 

appellate court would cite this metaphor nearly verbatim in its ruling (Circuit court ruling, pg 7). This use 

of a single metaphor to achieve two different ends seemingly belies the suggestion that metaphor can 

expose technological ontology. In fact, taken in context with the rest of text from the rulings and the 

arguments, each court simply used the metaphor in two different ways: Judge Alsup, a programmer in 

his personal life, seemed to emphasize the organizational and functional aspect of the API, where the 
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Circuit Court instead emphasized the textual nature of the metaphor. Both perspectives point to the 

lasting influence of the “like a language” metaphor codified by CONTU.   

The work done by attorneys and amici in this case much more clearly exposes two competing 

technological ontologies. Oracle’s legal team introduced an extension of the literary metaphor in the 

opening brief for the Appellate Court, this time comparing of Java’s API packages to a novel (specifically 

Harry Potter, for some inexplicable reason). According to this line of reasoning, Google’s actions were 

functionally identical to an author copying verbatim the titles and opening lines of each chapter of a 

book, and then claiming non-infringement based on the fact that she had written the rest of the text 

(Finley 2013). Similarly, amici Microsoft, representing the industrial technologist ontology that favors 

strong ownership protections of software, criticized the District Court’s use of the names and short 

phrases clause in that it “considered the copyrightability of each discrete component of Oracle's 

software packages separately, as if it were analyzing the copyrightability of a book by considering each 

word alone, rather than in concert with the surrounding ones," (Garre et. al, pg 7). The appellate court 

would build on this metaphor in saying that "(b)y analogy, the opening of Charles Dickens' 'A Tale of Two 

Cities' is nothing but a string of short phrases. Yet no one could contend that this portion of Dickens' 

work is unworthy of copyright protection because it can be broken into those shorter constituent 

components," (Circuit court ruling, pg. 34).  

Alternatively, Google chose to present a metaphor that was not literary-centric. During the oral 

arguments in the District Court, Google’s attorney’s literally wheeled a file cabinet into the court room 

to make their point that an API was most like a decidedly non-literary organization system than anything 

else (Klaus 2014). Following this metaphor, the java.lang file cabinet would have a drawer labeled 

“math,” inside of which one would find a method labeled “max(),” with which one could perform the 
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desired function. This metaphor notably departs even from the initial metaphor of District Court Judge 

Alsup in that it does not rely on text-on-a-page as the most relevant analog.  

The Circuit Court was not swayed by this more abstract metaphor, accepting the literary-centric 

approach of the appellant. The fallout from this reversal exposed just how contentious this issue was. As 

Google prepared its petition for certiorari, many in the technology press called this ruling a massive 

failure and a general case of the court not understanding a technology (Masnick 2014, McMillan 2014). 

Sir Timothy Berners Lee, creator of the World Wide Web, asserted that the Federal Circuit Court, which 

handles all patent disputes in the U.S. since the 1982 Federal Courts Improvement Act, was extending its 

mishandling of patents in recent years to copyright (Lee 2014). Perhaps the most damning assessment 

of the ruling from technologists came from the Electronic Frontier Foundations Amicus brief in support 

of Google’s petition for certiorari. Signatories to that petition featured over 70 renowned computer 

scientists, academics, and coders, including language designers Allan Kay (Smalltalk), Guido Van Rossum 

(Python), and Bjarne Stroustrup (C++). Rather than promoting Google’s file cabinet metaphor, this brief - 

representing the views of independent and small company programmers who rely on shared code - used 

low levels of abstraction in their explanations that illustrate conceptual models much more closely 

aligned with actual functionality, comparing APIs to programming languages like C and network 

protocols like HTTP, technologies much more closely related to APIs than either file cabinets or novels.  

We now turn to the origins of these contradictory interpretations of the law and the 

technological ontologies that fuel them. By looking at CONTU as the primordial soup from which the 

programming language-as-language metaphor evolved alongside the competing technological 

ontologies of the proto-Free and Open Source movement in the 1970s, we will see the origins of issue 

still contentious in Oracle v. Google. 

CONTU  
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The vast changes in our society brought on by computational technology are now accepted as a 

given. We are still reeling from the internet and cellular phones, culturally, politically and legally, while 

attempting to prepare ourselves for even greater leaps into the future promised by technologies like 

artificial intelligence and machine learning. But not so long ago these changes were not seen as 

unstoppable and irrefutable; they were barely imaginable, even to many working in the field. This period 

is where we now turn, looking at the moment when technologies like programming languages were only 

just becoming widely used and showing only a glimmer of the impact they would have on society, 

garnering the interest of the public and policy makers alike.  

 

The analysis of the policy discussions that emerged around this time, centered in CONTU, will 

demonstrate that the foundations of Oracle v. Google are nested deeply in the history of technology 

policy.  

Background 

In the late 1960s, the United States Congress began the process of overhauling the U.S. 

copyright code, which had not been significantly updated since the Copyright Act of 1909. In the 60 

years since that law was passed, considerable technological innovation had begun to test the limits of 

existing copyright regulation. Computational technologies, in particular, presented a challenge.  To 

respond to this, Congress called for an effort to update Title 17 of the U.S. code, which is concerned with 

copyrights, and to establish research commission to study issues related to copyright and new 

technologies as early as 1967 (S. 2216, 1968). This effort culminated in a bill passed in Dec. of 1974, S. 

3976. Two of the bill’s four provisions were related to the illegal copying of sound recordings; the third 

established the Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU), “part of the 

effort to revise comprehensively the copyright laws of United States,” (pg. 1, CONTU 1978). 
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CONTU met 23 times over the next three years, with the primary goal of studying and making a 

recommendation on the legislation of technologies like photocopiers and computer databases, which 

challenged existing regulation on reproduction of copyrighted works. Specifically (or rather, vaguely), 

Congress called on the commission to collect data on: 

“(1) the reproduction and use of copyrighted works of authorship: 

(A) in conjunction with automatic systems capable of storing, processing, retrieving, and 

transferring information, and 

(B) by various forms of machine reproduction, not including reproduction by or at the 

request of instructors for use in face-to-face teaching activities; and 

(2) the creation of new works by the application or intervention of such automatic systems or 

machine reproduction.” (p. 105, CONTU 1978) 

This rather broad set of goals would be taken on by 13 commissioners: four copyright owners 

and authors, four “users of copyright works,” and four representing the public, plus a chairman, all to be 

selected by the President (ibid.).  The selection of the commissioners exposes what was perceived to be 

the central issue of the commission: three print publishers, four librarians, a novelist, two copyright 

lawyers, an appellate court judge, a previous Librarian of Congress, and the Executive Director 

Consumer’s Union. A stark lack of representatives from the computing industry should be immediately 

apparent. Unsurprisingly, the issues that these commissioners were best suited to resolve, that of 

photocopying and computer databases (both of which deal with previously copyrightable texts), were 

quickly resolved. What presented the significantly greater challenge was the creation of “new works” on 

these “automatic systems,” – an ambiguous description that the commission took on as defining 

whether computer programs could be protected by copyright (Samuelson 1984).  

In order to gain some insight into this new area, the Commission called on a number of 

specialists – over 100 total, including specialists outside of computation - to comment on whether 

copyright was an appropriate means of protection for computer programs, including representatives 
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from trade organizations (Association for Computing Machinery, the Institute for Electronic and 

Electrical Engineers) to industry (International Business Machines Corp., Xerox Corporation, Intel 

Corporation) to academia (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, New York University). Several names 

of note from the history of technology appear on the full list, perhaps none more recognizable than 

J.C.R. Licklider, visionary computer scientist whose work laid a roadmap for much of computational 

innovation in years to follow. Who could be better suited to advise this committee on how innovation 

should be protected in the digital age? 

The final report, issued in July of 1978 and spanning over 150 pages, recommended that 

computer programs, both in human-readable and machine-readable form, should be given full copyright 

protection, a recommendation that was accepted by Congress without debate and was added to the 

1976 Copyright Act by amendment in 1980 (Samuelson 1984).  

Metaphors  

As with Oracle v. Google, the technical and legal challenges to CONTU’s findings have been 

sufficiently explored, both within the Report by Hersey and following its publication (see Samuelson 

1984). I will focus here on the metaphors the Commission used in support of a particular ontology, one 

that only clearly benefitted a select few companies in the burgeoning computer industry.  

The prevailing metaphor in the CONTU Report’s analysis is the comparison of a computer 

program to a “piano roll” of the early 1900s, a technology that allowed for a player piano to “perform” a 

song without a musician touching the keys5. Although this analogy is weakened by the decades 

separating these two technologies, it has the benefit of visual and mechanical similarity with early punch 

card programming- a similarity notably pointed out by a trade organization representing, among others, 

the International Business Machines Corporation in an amicus brief for an earlier software patent case 

(Diaz 2016, pg 29). The report goes on to expand this analogy across the evolution of both technologies: 
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“Circuit boards may be compared to music boxes, and punched paper to piano rolls, while magnetic 

disks and tapes store music and programs in precisely the same manner. Both recorded music and 

computer programs are sets of information in a form which, when passed over a magnetized head, 

cause minute currents to flow in such a way that desired physical work is accomplished,” (p 10. CONTU 

1978). The metaphor’s alignment with that put forth by IBM only a few years before as well as its 

relevance to the seemingly unrelated sound recording provisions of S. 3976 indicate potential factors in 

the process of technological ontology formation by the Commission. 

In his dissent to the report, Hersey critiques the piano roll metaphor before presenting his own. 

The issue, says Hersey, is not only one of whether or not the work in question is fixed in a medium, but 

also the nature of that information as well as its interpretation. In the case of the piano roll, the output 

is a performance of copyrighted work, the transmission of information from the author to audience, 

mediated by machine. A computer program is quite different, says Hersey:   

“… a program, once it enters a computer and is activated, does not communicate 

information of its own, intelligible to a human being. It utters work. Work is its only 

utterance and its only purpose. So far as the mode of expression of the original writing is 

concerned, the matter ends there; it has indeed become irrelevant even before that 

point. The mature program is purely and simply a mechanical substitute for human 

labor.”  

-Commissioner Hersey’s dissent, (pg. 29 CONTU Report 1978) 

This disqualification of the piano roll metaphor illustrates Hersey’s technically nuanced effort to 

distinguish between the various steps of writing a computer program. According to Hersey, The earliest 

forms of a computer program being written, when the program is only notes on a page and flowcharts 

depicting functionality, are potentially copyrightable. However, a program in its “mature and usable 

form,” is a mechanical device. Although this argument clearly did not sway the Commission, Hersey’s 

criticisms were validated by a concurring dissent of Commissioner Karpatkin, Executive Director of the 

Consumer’s Union, as well as a mention in the Concurring Opinion of Commissioner Melville Nimmer, 
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one of the most respected copyright scholars of the 20th century. According to Nimmer, the broad 

definition of a Literary Work supported by the Report had the potential to “stretch() the meaning of 

authors and writings as used in the Copyright Clause of the Constitution beyond the breaking point." 

(pg. 26 CONTU Report 1978, emphasis in original). 

With this perspective in mind, Hersey presents an alternate metaphor: the cam. The mechanical 

cam, which translates circular into linear motion, “is the objectification of a series of instructions: 'Up, 

down, up down...,' or 'In, out, in out...'” says Hersey (pg 29 ibid.). This metaphor effectively leads to the 

opposite conclusion of the Report: for Hersey, computer programs, as functional tools performing 

physical work, are not copyrightable.  

The issue that plagues this metaphor and has plagued programming metaphors since the origin 

of high-level programming languages is that computer code does not look like a physical machine; it 

looks like language, or at least something with the potential for expressivity. In the introduction of the 

Report, CONTU emphasizes this point, using the “fixing of symbols onto media” language of existing 

copyright law: "Computer programs are prepared by the careful fixation of words, phrases, numbers, 

and other symbols in various media. The instructions that make up a program may be read, understood, 

and followed by a human being." (pg. 10 ibid.).  

Where this definition and the metaphor employed by Hersey both fail is that neither capture the 

entire experience of programming, illustrating the fundamentally different meaning making processes of 

policy makers and technologists in relation to programming languages. In Knuth’s Literate Programming, 

he calls for programmers to “…change our traditional attitude to the construction of programs: Instead 

of imagining that our main task is to instruct a computer what to do, let us concentrate rather on 

explaining to human beings what we want a computer to do,” (Knuth 1992 pg 99). Further, Knuth’s calls 

for programmers to act “as an essayist, whose main concern is with exposition and excellence of style,” 
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(ibid.). Yet no computer programmer would suggest that the sole purpose of a programming language is 

to communicate with another person, nor a program to be watched as one would sit and listen to a 

player piano.  

This nuanced technological ontology which sees programming languages as tools with 

expressive and functional purpose has continually presented challenges to technologists attempting to 

reconcile their conception of this technology with the law. At the time of CONTU, small businesses and 

independent programmers seemed largely disinterested in regulation, especially copyright. A summary 

of a study on these technologists commissioned by CONTU said “Many of the respondents … seemed 

willing to rely largely on their technological resourcefulness or the uniqueness of their products to 

maintain their competitive position,” (p. 127 ibid.). Hersey cites several computer scientists that have 

similar opinions of copyright protection, ranging from ambivalent to skeptical. Moreover, in a sort of 

trial phase, the Register of Copyrights had begun to accept computer programs in 1964 with significant 

difficulty: whether or not these programs were copyrightable at all was unclear to the Register (pg. 31 

CONTU Report  1978), and in what form the programs should be submitted was decided on a case by 

case basis6. But most programmers seemed largely disinterested in copyright protection: only 1200 

programs had been submitted over 13 years, a fraction of the million programs written each year, and 

almost all of these were by large corporations (p. 34 CONTU 1978). 

It is unsurprising that independent companies and technology users might not be thrilled about 

the prospect of copyright for computer programs. Hersey notes that the large corporations that had 

advised CONTU wanted to "lock their software into their own hardware, while the independents want to 

be able to sell their programs for use in all the major lines of hardware…" (p. 36 Hersey’s dissent CONTU 

1978). This distaste for copyright can be further contextualized with another of Levy’s (1984) tenets of 

the “Hacker ethic”: access, both to hardware and software, enshrined in the “hands on imperative,” (pg 
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40). The belief held by these individuals that the power of computers should not be controlled by large 

organizations contributed significantly to the decentralization of computing power, away from the 

centralized mainframes of the 50s and 60s towards the personal computer of the ‘70s and ‘80s, many of 

which were developed my small, hardware hacking technology startups.   

If CONTU’s recommendations, accepted with minimal debate by Congress (Samuelson 1984), 

had reflected a technological ontology of programs and programming languages as forms of expression 

and function they might not have led to technologists’ dissatisfaction with cases like Oracle v. Google. 

However, the fact that creating a new type of intellectual property protection for these technologies 

was nowhere mentioned in the CONTU report (pg. 702 ibid.) suggests that the commission was deeply 

tied to copyright as a legal method of protection. More troubling still, the CONTU Report notes that the 

Commission’s understanding of the 1976 Copyright Act had made clear that Congress wanted computer 

programs to be protected (p. 16 CONTU 1978). Samuelson points out that this interpretation of the 1976 

Act as unambiguously calling for protection of computer programs was, at best, one possible 

interpretation (Samuelson 1984). Indeed, if Congress had such a clear goal in mind, why call for a 

commission at all?  

Discussion 

The Oracle ruling was especially confounding to many in the tech community who felt that there 

was a long standing precedent for this particular use of the technology (see “Amicus Brief of Computer 

Scientists…” 2014 pg 11). However the courts have had difficulty with CONTU’s recommendations 

almost since they were made into law. A series of copyright cases, including Apple Computer, Inc. v. 

Franklin Computer Corp. (1983), Sega v. Accolade (1993), and Lotus v. Boreland (1996) have all dealt 

with the expressive/functional dichotomy in slightly different ways. Patent has its own line of similarly 

contentious jurisprudence, as does speech. Looking at Universal v. Corley, a speech case from 2001, 
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Petersen critiques the Second Circuit for its lack of recognition that “…expression and conduct meet in 

computer code: code is both like writing and that which directs and animates the computations and 

actions performed by computer,” (Petersen 2015, pg 416). Further, Petersen finds that the ruling 

illustrated “the limitations of existing legal tools and practices for dealing with human–computer 

interactions and digital media in general,” (ibid.). 

One might predict that the convoluted judicial history that has emerged from policy makers’ 

discordant technological ontologies would have negatively impacted the production of computer 

programs. Copyright’s mission, as articulated in Article 1, section 8 of the constitution, is “To promote 

the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the 

exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.” One would expect a system that has 

produced so much uncertainty and so many controversial results to have the opposite effect of what has 

happened: an unyielding, seemingly unstoppable string of progress in computational technologies.  

There have been a number of ways that software innovators and industry have dealt with the 

ambiguity of copyright protection for their programs. Perhaps most famous among these are the 

interminable and omnipresent “Terms of Service” and “End User License Agreements.” These 

documents, representing an ontology generally favoring even more extreme protections than copyright, 

have faced considerable criticism from technologists (Dash 2012), and depending on how they are 

presented to the user, can be found non-binding by courts (see Nguyen v. Barnes & Noble, Inc, 2014). 

Other cases have found the rights asserted in these notoriously incomprehensible documents are 

dubious at best (see In Re Zappos. Com, Inc., Customer Data Sec. Breach 2012). In part because of 

notable court cases, the public has become suspicious of these contracts, especially in regards to user 

privacy and content ownership, calling into question whether these terms of service agreements are 

even beneficial to the companies that write them. Companies like Instagram and Facebook have felt 
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significant customer blowback in recent years for changes in their terms of service (Chang 2013, 

McCarthy 2009). Recently, the Terms of Service for virtual reality headset the Oculus Rift, sold by Oculus 

(itself owned by Facebook), has drawn attention directly from members of Congress (Liptak 2016), an 

update on House Judiciary Committee concerns made public in 2015 (Higgins 2015).  

An alternative private response to the current state of copyright law - and specifically to Terms 

of Service contracts (see “The Value of Human Readable Deeds” 2016) - has come from a different type 

of license, one thoroughly in line with Levy’s Hacker Ethic-value of Access and Coleman’s notion of 

“productive freedom” (pg. 3 Coleman 2013). The Free and Open Source Software movement, which has 

origins in the alternative and hacker culture of the 1970s, has resurged in recent years (see Coleman 

2013), and has taken practical steps towards improving copyright of computer programs with tools like 

the Creative Commons License and the GNU General Public License. These licenses still provide some 

ownership rights for the original creator of the work while allowing for substantially expanded uses of 

the work by others in future adaptations. However, without giving specific recommendations, the 

Creative Commons team notes that, “CC licenses are a patch, not a fix, for the problems of the copyright 

system,” (“Creative Commons and Copyright Reform”).  

Means of bypassing copyright law from within the system have emerged as well.  The Fair Use 

doctrine, which outlines a few exceptions to the exclusive rights of copyright holders based on amount 

copied, character of use, the nature of the copyrighted work, and the effect on the value of the original, 

has become common in software cases. Although this statute is subject to some interpretive bias, it has 

also been a viable defense in court for computer program copyright cases since Sega v. Accolade (1992) 

(see Samuelson 19937). This approach is the last best hope for Google in their case against Oracle: the 

Circuit Court did not consider Google’s Fair Use defense and the issue has been remanded to the lower 

court for further scrutiny.  
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Some may argue that these responses to the ambiguity of copyright protections for computer 

programs are sufficient; that free market solutions to the current system are preferable to further 

bureaucratic fumbling. The unprecedented expansion of the computer market into almost every corner 

of human life suggests that the ever-innovative computing industry has overcome the uncertainty of the 

expressive/functional dichotomy. However, the discontent of many technologists, especially those 

representing independent programmers, small business, and users, suggests that the current state of 

copyright policy and industry responses is unsatisfactory. The problems with End User License 

Agreements are clear; Creative Commons-style licenses are a stop gap, even according to license creator 

Lawrence Lessig (“Supporting Copyright Reform” 2013); and the subjective application of the Fair Use 

doctrine to computer programs leaves programmers unsure of their legal standing at best.  

As shown here, the conclusions of CONTU, born out in cases like Oracle v. Google, favors strong 

ownership of computer programs that largely benefits corporations. These corporations are invaluable 

to the computer industry in providing massive software packages – like operating systems, software 

suites, and even programming languages – that smaller companies simply do not have the resources to 

build and support. However, especially in recent years, small companies increasingly provide software 

applications in number and variety that far exceed the capabilities of a single large organization, giving 

the public options and access to the market in valuable new ways.  

The goal of copyright is to support progress in “science and the useful arts” for societies benefit. 

It is clear that technology corporations and small tech start-ups (which, as we have seen time and again, 

can grow into corporations themselves) both provide substantial benefit in terms of innovation, market 

growth, and providing options to users. It is time we revisited copyright protections of computer 

programs to reflect that fact. To accomplish this significant feat, it may be that a new Congressional 

Commission, say, “CONTU 2.0,” should be initiated, calling on policy makers, corporate technologists, 
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independent programmers, and tech users to update copyright policy in a way that balances the parties’ 

respective needs and ontologies and reflects a more nuanced understanding of the practice of using the 

technology.   

Conclusion 

Of the three examples given above, licensing schemes in the GNU-Creative Commons tradition, 

and more broadly the free and open source movement, appear to be the most promising avenue for 

future policy, as they seem to represent the dual expressive/functional ontologies of many independent 

programmers, rather than just the interests of large technology companies. There are valid questions 

about the protections afforded to other media by these licenses. However, the widespread use of 

Creative Commons-style licenses by non-profit, educational technology companies – those which seem 

most invested in encouraging use and knowledge of programming – suggests that this track should serve 

as a starting point for new policy on computer program ownership.   

Whether this lofty policy goal is an achievable one is yet to be determined; if this paper has 

shown anything, it is that technological ontologies are deeply entrenched, both in historical precedent 

and personal interest. If nothing else, this research provides those looking in on the policy making 

process a tool for identifying where allegiances lie, and who is most likely to benefit from a policy. When 

the ontologies – and metaphors - of policy makers are closely aligned with those of a particular party, 

one can expect that party to have a stake in that policy’s success. Just as the piano roll metaphor of 

CONTU originated with attorney’s representing IBM, the use of nearly identical metaphors by lawyers 

and corporate technologists like Microsoft in Oracle v. Google is reflective of the fact pointed out by 

Commissioner Hersey 40 years ago: these corporations have a vested interest in strong copyright 

protections for their software. Corporations like Microsoft and IBM have the resources to build software 

from scratch, a luxury not afforded to independent programmers and small software businesses, those 
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much heralded basement startups that have played a crucial role in the development of the computer 

industry. Until we see policy makers using language demonstrative of technological ontologies reflecting 

the values of these small but invaluable players, we can continue to expect policy oriented towards the 

success of those tech companies with the largest lobbying budgets.  
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Notes: 

1. See Petersen 2015 for an excellent treatment of the functional/expressive nature of programs from a 

speech perspective. For work on patents, see Con Diaz 2016, to which this paper owes a great debt for 

the concept of “ontologies” relating to technology.  

2. I will use the term “technological ontologies” here in an effort to invoke the concept of “ontologies” 

in the history of science and technology tradition while limiting the potential metaphysical implications 

of the term “ontology” that Con Diaz notes could cause confusion (Con Diaz 2016 note 5). 

3. How we choose to define when a technology is “new” presents a number of unique challenges as 

well. Programming languages are arguably a very old technology, with the first “computer program” 

written by Ada Lovelace in the mid-19th century, actually pre-dating the first computer (Isaacson 2014). 

Alternatively, advances in programming techniques, novel applications, and relatively recent widespread 

use of “high-level programming languages” leads to the conclusion that these languages are even “more 

new” than when they emerged in the 1950s (Edgerton 2011).  
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4. Google also used eight security files taken directly from Java in a testing phase, as well as the exact 

implementing code of one function (rangeCheck); these were both ancillary to the primary issue of the 

declaring code and will not be explored further here.  

5. The choice of this metaphor should not be considered obvious or natural. An equally viable 

computational metaphor used at the time was the Jacquard Loom, an automated weaving machine also 

controlled by punched cards (p 25 Con Diaz 2016).  

6. When the Register was told a printed copy of a program to be submitted would stack 12 ft. high they 

began accepting magnetic tape with only select pages of the program printed out (“Sixty-Eighth Annual 

Report…” 1966 pg. 4). 

7. Samuelson presciently noted that the impacts of the Sega decision on fair use caselaw would be 

substantial.  
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